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Abstract

In agent-mediated electronic commerce, agents need to
exchange information with other agents and to inte-
grate the obtained information with their own data.
Integration is a very complex task as: information
is distributed among different agents; each agent au-
tonomously represents and manages its own informa-
tion; information might be partial, as agent cannot wait
to have complete information before acting; finally in-
formation is redundant, as the same information might
be represented by two different agents. Our goal is to
provide a formal semantics for information integration
able to cope with distributed, autonomous, partial, and
redundant information. Such a semantics is based on
the intuition that agents’ databases can be thought as
contexts, each context representing the partial view of
an agent on the common world. In the paper we intro-
duce an example from an electronic commerce scenario
and we show that a context based semantics for infor-
mation integration allows us to cope with some of the
problems of information integration emphasized in the
example.

Introduction
In agent-mediated electronic commerce each agent is
associated with a system for the management of the in-
formation. This information constitutes agents goals,
plans, and beliefs about the state of the market. An
agent plans and performs actions, such as negotiation,
evaluation of different offers, contract stipulation, etc.,
on the basis of the information available in its system.
In many cases however, an agent doesn’t have enough
information for pursuing its goals and, in order to prop-
erly plan its actions, it needs to collect suitable extra
information from other agents. In defining a system for
the management of the agent’s information, we have
therefore to consider at least two aspects. The first
concerns the internal structure of such a system. This
includes how beliefs, goals, plans, etc., are represented
and how to reason about them. The second aspect con-
cerns how the information, obtained by communicating
with the other agents, is integrated in the agent’s in-
formation. In this paper we address the problem of the
integration of information that different agents have.
We don’t consider here representational issues such as

agents’ belief, goals, and so on1. For this reason we
introduce a simplifying hypothesis on the structure of
the information system of each agent: we suppose that
agents represent information by a relational database.

Focusing on the problem of exchanging and integrat-
ing information, a set of agents can be abstracted to a
set of databases able to communicate via some agent
communication mechanism. These databases axe dis-
tributed, partial, autonomous, and redundant. Dis-
tribution means that databases of different agents are
different systems, each of them containing a specific
piece of information. Partiality means that the informa-
tion contained in a database may be incomplete. Au-
tonomy means that the database of each agent is au-
tonomous regarding the design, the execution, and the
communication with the other agents. Therefore differ-
ent databases may adopt different conceptual schemata
(including domain, relations, naming conventions, ... ).
Redundancy means that the same piece of informa-
tion may be represented, possibly from different per-
spectives, in the databases of different agents. Redun-
dancy not only means that information is duplicated,
but also that the information of two databases might
be related. Redundancy is what makes communication
possible. Indeed communication (as intended here) al-
lows information to be duplicated from an agent to an-
other. This is possible only if some data can be stored
in the database of the two agents.

Distribution, partiality, autonomy, and redundancy
generate many problems in integrating the information
contained in different databases. Important problems
are: semantic heterogeneity, interschema dependencies,
query distribution , local control over data and pro-
cessing, and transparency. The definition of a formal
semantics for information integration able to cope with
these problems is a key point to understand, specify,
and verify the behavior of a multi-agent system for elec-
tronic commerce.

Several approaches have been proposed in the past.

1We have addressed representational issues, such as multi
agent beliefs, in some previous paper (see for instance
(Giunchiglia & Serafini 1994)). These approaches are 
mogeneous with the formalism presented in this paper and
can be easily integrated in it.
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An incomplete list is (Catarci & Lenzerini 1993; My-
lopoulos & Motschnig-Pitrik 1995; Subrahmanian 1994;
Guha 1990; McCarthy & Buva~ 1998). However all
these approaches fail in representing the issues listed
above in a uniform way. This failure is due, from
our perspective, to the fact that the semantics of the
agents’ databases are built by filtering the information
contained in a complete description of the real world.
However a complete description of the real world is
hardly to be available, especially in the case of a multi-
agent scenario. In most of the cases, indeed, the agents’
databases have been developed independently and each
of them contains a partial and subjective description
(view) of the real world. Therefore the semantics for in-
formation integration must be defined in terms of these
views of the real world.

The semantics proposed in this paper is an ex-
tension to first order languages of a the semantics
of contexts proposed in (Giunchiglia & Ghidini 1998;
Ghidini & Serafini 1998a), called Local Model Seman-
tics (LMS hereafter). It is based on the intuition that
the database of an agent can be though as a context,
each context having its own (local) language and se-
mantics. The exchange and integration of information
between databases is modelled in terms of (compatibil-
ity) relations between contexts.

The paper is structured as follows. In the next sec-
tion we introduce an example which emphasizes crit-
ical problems of information integration. Then we
briefly introduce the concept of integration information
schema and we define LMS for information integration.
Finally we formalize the example via LMS and we make
some concluding remarks.

An Explanatory Example
Let ] be a company which produces and sells assess-
ments for Italian cars, and E be a company which does
the same for European sport cars. The assessment pro-
cess is the same for both companies and consists of 10
tests (e.g. for comfort, brakes, consume, ... ). For each
test a car is assigned a rating from 1 to 10. I assigns a
final score from A to F computed as follows: a car is
assigned an A if its total evaluation after the 10 tests

100is less than ~-, a B if it is between ~ and 2 ¯ -~-,
and so on. E instead assigns a final score from 0 to
10 obtained by dividing the total valuation by 10 and
rounding to the nearest half point. Figure 1 compares
the two scales. Suppose that, in assessing to carl, I
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Figure 1: Comparison of the different scales

assigns carl a total evaluation of 80 after the first 9
tests, but for some reason the tenth test cannot be done.
Since I doesn’t want to loose the data of the previous

9 tests, a partial information is included in the assess-
ment database of ] and carl will be assigned a partial
evaluation which is either E or F. I and E decide to col-
laborate by exchanging the data about common prod-
ucts (i.e. Italian sports cars). However they are not
completely cooperative. Indeed ] decides to commu-
nicate only complete information (i.e. no information
about partial tests are communicated) and E decides
not to communicate the assessments of a specific sport
car, say Ferrar/F40, because it is to critical. A for-
mal model of this example must address the following
aspects:

Semantic heterogeneity The two scales 0-10 and
A-F constitute an heterogeneous measure of the same
aspects;

Different domains The domain of European sport
cars is different from that of Italian cars;

Domain overlapping European sport cars and Ital-
ian cars overlap on Italian sport cars;

Partiality The incomplete assessment of carl gener-
ates partial information;

Autonomy of communication Each company de-
cides to communicate only a specific set of data.

LMS for Information Integration
The formalization of information integration is done in
two steps. In the first step we define an information
integration schema which describes the structure of the
database of each single agent and how the informa-
tion of different agents is integrated, in the second step
we define an information integration state as a formal
model of an information integration schema.

Let I be a (at most) countable set of indexes, each
denoting an agent (or equivalently its database). The
first component of an information integration schema
are the schemata of the agents’ databases. Since agents
represent information via relational databases, an infor-
mation integration schema is build on top of a family
{Si)iex (hereafter {Si}) of relational schemata (Abite-
bul, Hull, & Vianu 1995).

The second component of an information integration
schema represents how the databases of the different
agents are integrated. Since information is distributed,
we cannot assume the existence of a common data
structure, shared by different agents. Therefore agents
can communicate only via query answering. Since infor-
mation is heterogeneous, if an agent, let’s say the agent
E in our example, wants to collect information from I
about the set of individuals which satisfy the property
of being an Italians sport car, then it must perform the
following operations:

1. rewriting its own query ¢(x) (which means "is x 
Italians sport car?") in the query ¢(x) in the lan-
guage of ];

2. mapping back the answer of I (which is a set of cars in
the domain of l) into a set of cars in its own domain.

The specification of query rewriting schemata and an-
swer rewriting schemata are obtained introducing the
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definitions of view constraints and domain constraints
respectively.

Definition 1 (View Constraint) Let Si and Sj be
two database schemata. A view constraint from Si to
Sj is an expression i:¢(Xl,... ,xn) --+ j :¢(xl,... ,Xn),
where ¢(xl,...,xn) and ¢(Xl,...,xn) are formulae
(queries) in the language of Si and Sj, respectively.

Intuitively i : ¢(xl,...,xn) --~ j : ¢(xl,...,xn)
means that the agent j can ask the agent i the
sub-query ¢(xl,...,xn) in order to answer the query
¢(Xl,...,x,).
Definition 2 (Domain Constraint) Let Si and Sj
be two database schemata. A domain constraint from
Si to Sj is an expression of the form T}:.. A or S}::A where
A and B are formulae with one free variable of Si and
Sj respectively.

Intuitively T}:: A means that, from the point of view
of j, for any object of in the domain of i, denoted by
dora/, which is in the answer set of the query A there is
a corresponding object in its own domain domj which
is in the answer set of the query B. Conversely S~::AB
means that from the point of view of j, for any object
in domj which is in the answer set of B, there is a
corresponding object in domi which is in the answer
set of A.

An interschema constraint ICij from Si to Sj is a set
of view and domain constraints from Si to Sj

Definition 3 (Information Integration Schema)
An Information Integration Schema on I is a pair
IIS = ({Si}, {ICij}) where, for each i,j E I with i ~j,
Si is a database schema and ICij is an interschema
constraint from Si to Sj.

An information integration schema describes a class
of possible combinations of agents’ databases, i.e. those
combinations which satisfy the interschema constraints.
The combination of the agents’ databases at a given
instant point is called information integration state.

An information integration state is defined by formal-
izing each agent’s database as a context and by tak-
ing the perspective described in (Giunchiglia & Ghi-
dini 1998) for the semantics of contextual reasoning.
The formal semantics associated to each database i
represents the description of the current state of the
world from i-th partial point of view. Therefore the
formal semantics of the information integration schema
({Si}, {ICij}) contains a set {DBi} of databases, each
DBi being a partial database on the schema Si. Ac-
cording to the perspective described in (Giunchiglia 
Ghidini 1998), databases may have distinct domains. In
order to propagate information about related objects we
introduce a family of domain relations between differ-
ent databases’ domains. Formally a domain relation rij
from domi to domj is a subset of domi × domj. In-
tuitively rij represents the capability of agent j to map
the objects of domi in its domain domj. In particular

(d, ~) r̄i j means that, fr om the point of view of j, d
in domi is the representation of d~ in its own domain.

A formal semantics for information integration is
composed of a set of databases (see, for instance,
(Abitebul, Hull, & Vianu 1995)) and set of domain
relations from the schema of a component to that of
the others. Domain constraints imply that only cer-
tain domain relations are accepted. In particular T}::A

implies that the relation rij, restricted to the answer
sets of i : A and j : B, must be total, whereas S~::A

means that rij, restricted to the answer sets of i : A
and j : B, must be surjective. View constraints imply
that only certain combinations of databases are admit-
ted. In particular i : ¢(xl,..., xn) --+ j : ~)(Xl,..., Xn)
implies that DBi and DBj are such that the image
of the query ¢(xl,...,xn) in DBI is mapped, via rij,
into a subset of the query ¢(xl,... ,xn) in DBj. These
properties are formalized in (Ghidini & Serafini 1998a;
1998b) by the notions of satisfiability of domain con-
straints and view constraints, respectively.

Definition 4 (Information Integration State)
Let {DBi} be a set of databases, each DBi being
a database on S~, and {rij} be a family of domain
relations. An information integration state on the
information integration schema ({Si},{ICij}) is 
pair iis = {{DBi},{rij}) such that for all i,j ¯ I,
DBi, DBj, and rij satisfy the domain and view
constraints in ICij.

The interschema constraints contained in an informa-
tion integration schema IIS imply that a certain fact ¢
in a database i, denoted with i:¢, is a consequence of
a set of facts F in, possibly distinct, databases. This
relation is crucial as it allows to understand how in-
formation propagates through databases independently
from the specific information state and is formalized
in (Ghidini & Serafini 1998a; 1998b) by the notion 
logical consequence F ~llS i : ¢.

Modeling the Example
In our example two agents, I and E contain two
databases with local schemata S, and SE respectively.

Local Schemata Both S, and SE contain an at-
tribute value (for evaluation values), ranging over
{A,...,F} in S, and over {1,...,10} in SE, and an
attribute car (for cars), ranging over the set of Itai-
ian cars in S, and over the set of European sport cars
in SE. Si and SE contain a predicate eval(x,y), of sort
(car, value), meaning that the final score of car x is y; 
contains a predicate sport-car(x), of sort car, meaning
that x is a sport car; SE contains a predicate it-car(x),
of sort car meaning that x is an Italian car.

Interschema Constraints We remind that domain
constraints from i to j represent the capability of j to
map in its domain the answers of queries submitted
to i. The complete cooperation of I in answering the
queries submitted by E, corresponds to the fact that
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any sport car in doml is translated in an Italian car
in dome and vice versa. This is represented by the
domain constraints:

Tl:Sport-car(x) sl:sport-car(x)
E:it-car( x E:it-car( x (1)

In our example we must take into account that E is
not completely cooperative as it refuses to give infor-
mation about the car Ferrari F40. This means that, in
answering a query submitted by I to E, any Italian car
in dOmE can be translated into a sport car in doml and
vice versa, apart from Ferrari F40. This is represented
by the domain constraint

TE: it--ca r( x ) A x~ F 
~ E: it--car( x ) A x~ F 

]:sport--car(x) ~l:sport--car(x) (2)

Both companies are completely cooperative w.r.t the
domains of the attribute value, that is ] is able to trans-
late any evaluation A-F of the domain of E in 1-10, and
vice versa. This is represented by the following domain
constraints:

Thvalue ~l:value TE:value ~E:value
E:value

"~E:value ~[:value
"~hvalue

(a)
Let’s consider view constraints. Both companies agree
on cars names. E.g., the intended meaning of "car2" in
the database of both companies is a unique car whose
name is car2. This is represented by the view con-
straints:

I:x=c--+E:x=c E:x=c--+l:x=c (4)

for any car name c which is in the language of ] and
E. Evaluation transformation is formalized by two sets
of view constraints that reflect the comparison between
the two different scales in Figure 1:

I:x=A-+ E:x=OYx=lVx=2 E:x=O-+l:x=A

I:x=B--+ E:x=2Vx=3 E:x=I--+ I:x=A

: : (5)
I:x=F--+ E:x=8Vx=9Vx=IO E:x=IO--~I:x=F

Finally, the intended meaning of the predicate
eval(x, y) in both databases coincides. This is formal-
ized by the view constraints:

I: eval(x, y) -+ E : eval(x, 
E :eval(x, y) I: eval(x, y) (6)

The information integration schema IIS for this ex-
ample is composed by S,, SE, and the domain con-
straints and view constraints defined above. An exam-
ple of information integration state iis on the schema
IISis:

DBI

dbl
eval

Cat v~ue J
carl E
car2 F
car3 C

db2
oval

car valHe
carl F
car2 F
car3 C

DBE tiE

(A, o)
(A,1)
<0,5)
(E, 8)

(carl, carl)
(car2, car2)

(F4o; F4o)

tel

(0, A)
(1,A)
(5, c)
(7, E)

(carl, carl)
(car2, car2)

Let us address the critical aspects of this example.

Semantic heterogeneity View constraints (5) al-
low to relate the (heterogeneous) values in 0-10 and
in A-F, influencing the definition of domain relations
rlE and rEi. This fact allows I and E to exchange het-
erogeneous data about cars, as we show in the follow-
ing. In the information integration state iis depicted
above DBE satisfies eval(car3, 5). By view constraint
(6), and by (5, C> E rEi it follows that DBi satisfies
eval(car3, C). Another information integration state
on the same schema is obtainable from iis by replacing
(5, C) with (5, D) in rEI (this is still a domain relation
which satisfies view constraints (5)). Again view con-
straint (6) forces DBI to satisfy eval(car3, D). However
in order to satisfy view constraint (5) and domain con-
straint TE:value either (5, C) E rEI or (5, D) E tEl. ~l:value
means that, for any information integration state on
the schema IIS, if DBE satisfies eval(car3, 5) then DBi
satisfies eval(ear3, C) V eval(car3, D). The above ob-
servations are summarized by the following properties
of the logical consequence of IIS.

E : eval(car3, 5) ~zs I: eval(car3, C) (7)

E: eval(car3, 5) It=z,s I: eval(car3, D) (8)
E: eval(car3, 5) ~-/IS I: eval(car3, C) V eval(car3, (9)

The properties of ~zs express that a one to one trans-
lation between rates doesn’t exist because of the seman-
tic heterogeneity between the two scales. In particular
Equation (7 and Equation (8) formalize that we cannot
translate the rate 5 to a unique value (C or D) because
of the fact that 5 might be obtained rounding off a valu-
ation between 4.5 and 5, or by rounding off a valuation
between 5 and 5.5. However Equation (9) enable us 
infer the partial information that car3’s final score in
the second scale is either C or D from the fact that
car3’s final score in the first scale is 5.

Different domains The domains of I and E contain
different objects. For instance the domain of E contains
the car Porche 960 which is not an Italian car and it is
not contained in the domain of I.

Domain overlapping The overlapping on Italian
sport cars is formalized by domain constraints (1)
and (2).

Partiality The incomplete assessment of carl is
represented in iis by the fact that DBI satisfies
eval(carl, E) V eval(carl, butit d oesn’t sati sfy nei-
ther eval (car l , E) nor eval (car l , F ) 

Autonomy of communication I doesn’t communi-
cate to E any partial information about final scores. For
instance, the partial rating of earl in I does not entail
any rating (even partial) in E, i.e.

I: eval(carl, E)Veval(earl, F) V~,~ E: 3x.evaZ(earl, 

despite the fact that each disjunct entails a rating in E,
i.e.

I: eval(carl, E) ~,s E: eval(carl, 7) V eval(carl, 8)
I eval(carl,F) ~ils E eval(carl, V eval(carl, 10)
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E doesn’t send to ] any data about Ferrari F40, i.e. for
any evaluation X in 1-10

E: eval ( F 40, X) ~H ]: 3x.eval ( F40, x)

This follows from the fact that the domain relation rEI
might not associate any element to F40 (see domain
constraint (2)). Non cooperativeness of E does not pre-
vent ] to be cooperative. Indeed for any evaluation X
in A-F

I: eval(F40, X) DIS E:3x.eval(F40, x)

Conclusions
In this paper we have described a formal semantics,
called Local Models Semantics (LMS), for the integra-
tion of information of different agents. We have pro-
vided an example from the electronic commerce sce-
nario involving some of the challenging aspects of in-
formation integration and we have described how LMS
formalizes such aspects. In (Ghidini & Serafini 1998b)
other examples from the electronic commerce scenario
are formalized using LMS, whereas in (Ghidini & Ser-
afini 1998a) a sound and complete calculus for LMS is
provided.
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